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Dear Sirs,
re: South African Trade Mark Regis-

tration No.R61/0211 "ALBERT B.
SABIN" Signature in Class .3 in
the name of Albert Bruoe Sabin~- ~

~.Yt"~3:~::.-~1,osBh9:!~awi th a page from the South African
Patent Jou~.al for tr.~ issue of the 11th April, 1962, showing
the advertisement of '[latentApplication No.R61/2959 for anti-
poliomyelitis vaccines~ Perhpes you will bring this to the
attention of Dr. Albert Sabin, who might be interested.

The application remains open to public inspection
for a period of three months from the 11th April, and if oppo-
sition is intended it should be entered during this time.

If you would like a photocopy of the Specification
kindly let us have your instructions to this effect.

Yours faithful~y,
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./

JOHN & KERNICK
~~
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'-~ PATENT JOURNAL (INCL~)OIl-iG TRADE MARKS AND. DESIGNS)
to"" ••••.••_ _ _ .••.

: A: R61/2959. B: 21/J2/6L C~ :!i:·j52. D: 81 (i) (j).
E: .9EHRINGWERKE AKTIENGESE:':":::'AtT.

I': Federal Republic of Germany, 16/9iSI.
G: WALTER HENNESSEN, RUDOLF MAULE;< M.•-:;, GERP. .•.;{D

Ross.

/
H: STABLE ORAL ANTI POLIOMYELITIS VACCL"lES

AND PROCESS FOR PREPARING THEM.
I: I!. J: 8.

Claim I. An oral antipoliomyelitis vaccine contaming
live attenuated poliomyelitis viruses, the viruses being deposited
on the SUI face (,1' an orally administrable pharmaceutical
carrier.

Claim 4. An oral annpoliomyeluis vaccine in dosage unit
form essentially comprising a rnc:y,b.o.· "~:ected from the group
consisting of polioviruses of T'j-;Jc' • - :;'. ~Sabin) and a mixture
cf all three types, deposited OJ! :: ,::,c:':·.:<:ceulically acceptable
carrier.

Claim 6. A process for preparing an oral antipoliornyel.tis
v<JG:'"c:containing live attenuated poliovirus of Type 1, H, HI
(S,:";~~ or a mixture of a!lthree types, in a quantity of:2Q\.',GOO
to 5-:X:',ooO TCI 0.,,, wherein the polioviruses are deposited
on the surface of a solid, rally administrable pharmaceutical
carrier and then dried.

A: R61/2962. B: 2;/12/6!- C: 2:/3/52.
D: 100 (ii) (q), 14::: ~::!)~;;, 4E (iii} (m).
E: THE NATION":' CA. H REGISTER COMPANY.

F: United States of America. 6/2/61.
G: ROIlERT R. ROBINSON.

H: HA.ND STAMP TRAY.
J: 6. J: II.

Claim I. A tray for accommodating hand stamps, including.l bas-e, z: cover provided with at least one group of apertures
each having the same shape and size, and a plurality of inserts
each receivable within an aperture, each insert having an outer
portion of the same shape and size as the apertures and an inner
thimble-shaped portion of a size different from the size of the
apertures and corresponding to that of the respective hand
stamps to be inscrtcc therein.

Claim 4. A tray according ~-::-Claim !. :'.1duding web
portions separating the tray into a p!·.:raEt:' .'):separate cornpart-
r':nts and a plurality of groups of rpcrtures in th-: cover. one
group located above each compartment.

/\: R61/2966. B: 21/12/61. C: 22/3/62. D: 96 (0).
i:' Ct UPAK. INC.

;,': 'J<1ited States of America, 5/1/61.
G: !AMES MORG:\~; FUTCH, JR.

H: j~."i.~;l.0VEMEN. IN APPARATUS FOR PRODUCING
Ur\CREPED EXTE; 'SillLE Pi\P.ER.

I: 12. J: 15.

Clnirn T. In apparatus for ?r-:,(J;J.c:,nguncreped extensible
papcri: ·v~ich cr c:-::::ss bian~·.,~·.~-~._.'g r: tj,~f\}':'"'7l.able surface
is {:L\'C~ ~0ngitv·;,:~:-'1~,~.~roug" ~r;~;-5~.;l ;~4;.~"!-;"i -=-..t;,,~ {'l'~;,n-
drically shaped surf: ccs J:"" two ·,i:msvo.:w::yd~spos::G ffi'.:rn~n;
for inducing first a cove:' il..-10 r:'l.':"::~ concave curvature i'1 the
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blanket deformable surface whic:.1~~retches and then shortens
said blanket deformabk- 3~"::"', t:1C combination with '.~:e
member inducing the ';1)nVeXcu-vature of a lip which extends
in the direction of blanket travel and which lip when pressed
into the blanket produces a shape in the blanket aiding
shortening of its deformable surface.

Claim 5. In a paper compaction apparatus, a rod for guiding
a deformable surfaced blanket along a prescribed path and
for exerting a pressure against the blanc et, said rod havng
a substantially cylindrically shaped surface portion for guiding
the blanket along a path which induces a convex curvature
in the blanket and stretches its deformable surface, and a shaped
extension to its cylindrically shaped surface portion which
when pressed into the blanket forces the blanket along a path
inducing a recoil of the stretched blanket deformable -urface.

A: R61/2972. 8: 21/12/61. C: 22/3/62. D: 78 (iii) (d).
E: HALL LONGMORE .\l\D COMPANY, LIMITED.

F: Nil.
G: STto."l~~" LOUIS CRAIB.

H: L\1PROVEMEl 'IS IN Bl!:"1TONS.
I: 7. J: 8.

Claim I. A bunton comprising a hollow beam structure
in cross-section substantially streamline in shape and formed
from 1', flat meta! ~~r:!.:·":ledged strip bent to the required forrn
along a line parallel to its edges until said edges abut and arc
welded together.

Cla.im 2. A bunton as claimed in Claim I in which said
strip is bent about its longitudinal centre and its edges abutted
and welded at the broad end of the streamlined shape.

Claim 3. A bunton as claimed in Claim I in which ~;Jid
strip is bent about its longitudinal centre and its edg ': abutted
and welded at the narrow end of the streamlined shape.

A: R61/2978. B: 21/12/61. C: 22/3/62.
D: 39 (i) (b), 39 (ii) (b).
E: GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPA"lY.

F: United States of America, 30!! 2!60.
G: ROBERT STEPHEN Fox.
H: "(MPRC'''EM'::""S:'Il OR REL"'T~:'>lGTO DISCHARGE

LAMP WITH CATHODE SHIELDS.
I: S. J: 13.

Claim I. A low pressure electric discharge lamp com-
prising a vitreous envelope defining an elongated discharge
channel, a pair of electrode struc ures supported on inlead
wires sealed into opposite ends, and an ionizable medium
comprising mercury vapor and an inert starting gus, said
electrode structures including a filamentary activated cathode
mounted transversely to the longitudinal axis of the discharge
channel and conductive shields which encompass the cathode
glow region of the cathode and are arranged with their surface
extending 'substantially parallel to the longitudinal axis of the
channel at a distance greater than 3 mm. from the center of the'
filaments, characterized in that the filaments are proportioned
in resistance and thermal mass to achieve in operation an
electron emission spot t-er.:per;.•ture in the range of 1.050 to
1.200° C with 100 per cent erni sion of discharge current 011 the
cathode half cycle and 0 1.0 25 per cent collection on the anode
half cycle, and that the conductive shields collect substantially
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